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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION

Factors Important for the Establishment and Maintenance of HIV-1 Latency in CD4 T Cells

by

Paula Campos Soto

Doctor of Philosophy in Molecular Pathology

University of California, San Diego, 2008

Professor Celsa Spina, Chair

Professor Douglas Richman, Co-Chair

Highly active antiretroviral therapy (HAART) in individuals infected with HIV-1 often lowers plasma viremia to below detection limits. However, cessation of therapy in such individuals results in rebound of virus replication, indicating that HIV-infected cells persist. Resting, memory CD4 T cells in the blood and lymph nodes comprise the major reservoir for persistent HIV infection. To devise new efficient strategies targeted toward the eradication of the latently infected HIV reservoir, a better understanding of the molecular and cellular basis for viral latency
is needed. Dr. Spina’s research group has developed a unique *in vitro* T cell model to study HIV latency. In my thesis project, I have used and modified this cell model to investigate: 1) the cellular proliferation and activation requirements for the development of latently infected CD4 cells, and 2) the transcriptional activity of the HIV provirus in a nonproductive, persistent infection.

Results from the first research phase demonstrated that HIV infection immediately prior to T cell stimulation resulted in production of the greatest number of latently infected cells. Infected cells that did not divide, or divided only a few times, following stimulation went on to form the latently infected cell pool. The vast majority of acutely infected, activated CD4 cells were not able to survive multiple rounds of cell division in combination with the cytopathic effects of HIV. Rather, the subset of CD4 cells that exhibited minimal activation, in the presence of fully-activated and productively infected T cells, survived with latent HIV infection.

In the second phase of research, a sensitive qRT-PCR assay was used to examine the transcriptional activity of the HIV provirus in resting, infected CD4 cells. Multiple different species of HIV mRNA were found, with unspliced *gag* transcripts being the most abundant followed by singly-spliced *env*, total multiply-spliced, *nef*, and *tat* species. Detection of viral RNA transcription in latently infected T cells from our *in vitro* model has raised the possibility that HIV latency is not maintained by a simple passive mechanism, but may involve active interactions between viral products and cell processes that influence viral latency and reactivation.
CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION
HIV AND AIDS

There are an estimated 33 million people worldwide currently infected with the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), the causative agent of Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome (AIDS). In the year 2007 alone, more than 3 million new infections are expected to occur. UNAIDS (http://data.unaids.org) estimates that approximately 44% of those infected are women, and 7.1% are children. The most heavily affected area of the world is sub-Saharan Africa, with almost 30 million HIV-infected people. In countries with the highest prevalence, rates of HIV infection may exceed 30% in the general population. The primary method of spread of HIV infection worldwide is through sexual transmission, accounting for approximately 70% of the overall transmission in areas of highest HIV prevalence. In the United States and Europe, acquisition of the virus through homosexual contact remains important, and there is some evidence of a re-emergent increasing incidence of infection among young gay men and ethnic minorities (1).

HIV causes disease by damaging the immune system, leaving the infected person vulnerable to a variety of opportunistic infections. The effect of HIV on the immune system is monitored by quantification of the CD4 lymphocyte count in peripheral blood, in which normal levels are considered to be between 600 and 1,200 cells/µL. CD4 cell counts below 350 cells/µL indicate impairment of immune function is present, and CD4 cell counts of less than 200 cells/µL indicate a high risk of serious opportunistic infections or other complications of HIV disease, and prompt treatment with combined antiretroviral drugs is recommended (2).
If left untreated, HIV disease is chronic and progressive (Figure 1.1). Primary HIV infection, often marked by a mononucleosis-like acute viral syndrome, is followed by a period of clinical latency typically lasting several years, during which time detectable levels of viral replication and CD4 cell turnover slowly progress toward immune dysfunction. Eventually, the number of CD4 cells present is too low to fight off other infections, resulting in the clinical syndrome of AIDS defining illness.
HIV STRUCTURE AND LIFE-CYCLE

HIV virions are spherical, 100 to 120 nanometers in diameter, and consist of a lipid bilayer membrane that surrounds a cone-shaped core. Two identical genomic RNA molecules, 9.2 kb in size, and selected viral proteins such as protease (PR), reverse transcriptase (RT), integrase (IN), Vpr, and Nef reside within the nucleocapsid core (3). The genomic RNA of HIV encodes for a total of 15 different proteins (Figure 1.2). Gag, Pol, and Env are produced as polyproteins that are subsequently proteolyzed into individual protein components, which are common to all retroviruses. The four Gag proteins of matrix (MA), capsid (CA), nucleocapsid (NC), and p6, and the two Env glycoproteins of surface or gp120 (SU) and transmembrane or gp41 (TM), are the structural viral components that comprise the core of the virion and the outer membrane envelope, respectively. The polymerase Pol is cleaved into 3 proteins: protease (PR), reverse transcriptase (RT), and integrase (IN), which provide essential enzymatic functions and are also encapsulated within the virion particle. HIV-1 encodes six additional proteins, called accessory proteins, three of which (Vif, Vpr, and Nef) are found within the viral particle. Two other accessory proteins, Tat and Rev, provide essential gene regulatory functions; and the last protein, Vpu, assists in assembly and budding of the virion (4).
HIV infection of a host cell begins with the binding of the virion to the plasma membrane of the cell (Figure 1.3). The surface envelope glycoprotein binds to its primary receptor, the CD4 molecule on the outer membrane surface of the target cell, and causes exposure of another portion of the Env trimer. This allows the viral envelope to bind to a cell-specific coreceptor, either the chemokine receptor CXCR4 (in the case of T-cell-tropic) or the chemokine receptor CCR5 (in the case of macrophage-tropic). Coreceptor binding induces a conformational change causing the gp41 trimer portion of the envelope molecule to spring open and then refold to pull the virus and host cell membranes together, allowing fusion to occur. The viral contents, including copies of the viral genetic material and the Pol protein enter the
cytoplasm of the host cell and reverse transcription of the positive strand of genomic RNA begins (5).

The pre-integration complex (PIC), composed of the reverse-transcribed complementary DNA (cDNA) and a number of associated viral and host proteins, enters the cell nucleus. Here, the viral enzyme integrase mediates the insertion of the viral cDNA into the host DNA. Transcription of the integrated viral DNA is under complex control of a number of viral and cellular proteins, including Tat and host transcription factors. Once transcribed, viral RNA may be transported out of the nucleus in its full-length unspliced form to serve as genomic material for new virion production, or it may be singly or multiply spliced into mRNA templates. New viral particles are assembled at the cell plasma membrane and incorporate Gag subunits, Pol, Nef, Env, Vpr, and viral genomic RNA. The HIV viral protease enzyme acts following virion assembly to cleave viral proteins into functional structural and enzymatic components. Gag then functions in the budding of mature virions from the plasma membrane (5).

Current HIV therapies are designed to inhibit the viral replication process at one of several stages: binding and entry (fusion inhibitors), reverse transcription (nucleoside and non-nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitors), or Gag protein cleavage (protease inhibitors). Inhibitors of coreceptor binding and maturation have been developed also and are in clinical trials.
Figure 1.3: Replicative cycle of HIV-1. The main steps in HIV replication are sequentially numbered from 1 to 6. (1) Virus binds to CD4 and the appropriate coreceptor resulting in fusion of the viral envelope and the cellular membrane and the release of viral nucleocapsid into the cytoplasm. (2) Following the uncoating viral RNA is reverse transcribed by the RT. (3) The resulting double-stranded proviral DNA migrates into the cell nucleus and is integrated into the cellular DNA by the IN. (4) The proviral DNA is transcribed by the cellular RNA polymerase II. (5) The mRNAs are translated by the cellular polysomes. (6) Viral proteins and genomic RNA are transported to the cellular membrane and assemble. Immature virions are released. Polypeptide precursors are processed by the viral PR to produce mature viral particles. From: Sierra S, Kupfer B, Kaiser R. Basics of the virology of HIV-1 and its replication. J Clin Virol. 2005 Dec;34(4):233-44.
HIV-1 PATHOGENESIS

The major pathologic hallmark of progressive HIV disease is the destruction of CD4 T cells and subsequent loss of immune system competence. Despite considerable efforts to identify the main cause for pathogenicity of HIV infection for CD4 cells, the exact mechanism remains unclear. Two main hypotheses have been proposed. The first suggests that HIV causes depletion of CD4 T cells by infection and direct killing of cells. The second hypothesis proposes that HIV infection indirectly impairs CD4 cell function due to an inappropriate reaction of the host’s immune system to the infection (6).

In order to replicate, HIV must integrate into the DNA of the host cell, and therefore its transcriptional activity is directly linked to the metabolic and activation state of the host cell. In activated and proliferating target cells, viral replication is fast and efficient, while truly quiescent cells seem to be refractory to productive viral replication (7, 8). Under optimal conditions of cell activation, where host and viral factors that positively regulate transcription are abundant, infection is cytopathic, resulting in shortened life spans for infected cells (9). The direct cytopathic effects of viral replication have been attributed to a number of viral proteins. The ability of the viral envelope to fuse with the host cell membrane has been shown to correlate with viral cytopathicity in vitro. Other viral proteins, such as Vpr may contribute to direct killing of infected cells by promoting apoptosis (10, 11).

The pathology caused by HIV has also been shown to affect T cells indirectly. CD4 and CD8 T cells from infected individuals have been shown to
undergo spontaneous apoptosis \textit{ex vitro} (12). One suggested mechanism for the death of uninfected cells is that up-regulation of Fas ligand on infected cells by the viral protein Nef, and subsequent interaction with Fas on nearby cells triggers apoptosis (13). It has also been proposed that a persistent state of cell activation caused by chronic high viral loads might lead to depletion and exhaustion of immune T cells. This hypothesis is based primarily on studies that show thymic function is impaired in human hosts infected with HIV-1. In contrast, natural hosts of the simian immunodeficiency virus (SIV), such as sooty mangabeys, lack exaggerated immune activation and apoptosis of uninfected bystander cells, and show preserved thymic and bone marrow functions (14, 15).
CD4 T LYMPHOCYTES AND HIV LATENCY

Because HIV preferentially infects CD4 T cells, which can become long lived memory T cells, HIV infection shows lifelong persistence, which can not be eradicated with existing regimens of effective highly active anti-retroviral treatment (16, 17).

Memory CD4 T Cells

The development of memory CD4 T cells involves naive cells exiting the thymus, and entering the peripheral circulation and lymphoid tissues. These newly generated T cells remain in a resting state until they come into contact with their cognate antigen. Following antigen binding and recognition, naive cells become activated, undergo blast transformation, and enter the cell cycle. During this process, metabolic changes take place, including increases in nucleotide pools, up-regulation of expression of transcription factors, cytokines, and surface membrane receptors and adhesion molecules (18). Following peak clonal expansion, most of the responding T cells will die within a few weeks after activation; but a small proportion of these cells will survive, exit the cell cycle, lose surface membrane expression of HLA-DR, CD69, and CD25 (which are considered markers of activation) and revert to a resting quiescent state. The cells will persist in this state as memory T cells, which are able to respond quickly to a second exposure to the same antigen. The survival of resting memory T cells for long periods of time is dependent upon exposure to cytokines such as IL-4, IL-6, and IL-7 (19).
Different expression patterns of cell surface proteins can be used to determine the activation state and history of antigenic exposure for T cells (20, 21). One of the earliest markers of activation is CD69, which quickly and transiently appears on the surface of activated T cells. Expression of the alpha chain of the IL-2 receptor, or CD25, is also up-regulated early and is temporary. HLA-DR (MHC-II), on the other hand, has a slower and more prolonged expression pattern, and it persists while the T cell is in an activated state. Expression of other phenotypic markers is permanently altered following activation, and can be used to identify T cell maturation stages. The major marker in this category is CD45, a membrane tyrosine phosphatase. Naive and memory T cells express different isoforms of this transmembrane enzyme, namely CD45RA and CD45RO, and can therefore be identified based on the differential expression of these isoforms (22). Another marker of naive T cells is the lymphocyte homing receptor CD62L, not usually expressed in memory T cells (23).

To gain cell entry and initiate replication HIV utilizes both the major CD4 receptor and a co-receptor, either CCR5 or CXCR4. CCR5 is the chemokine receptor for RANTES. It is expressed on a fraction of quiescent memory T cells and is up-regulated following cell activation; therefore, R5-tropic viruses can infect and replicate in activated, CCR5+ T cells. CCR5 is also expressed in some naive T cells, albeit at extremely low levels. CXCR4 is the chemokine receptor for SF-1, and it is expressed by naive, memory, resting and activated CD4 T cells at sufficient levels to allow infection of all these cell types.
Figure 1.4. **Cellular dynamics of HIV-1 infection of CD4 T cells.** Transitions between resting (small) and activated (large) CD4 T cells are illustrated by vertical arrows. The normal generation of memory CD4 T cells is illustrated on the left. These cells are derived from antigen (Ag)-activated CD4 T cells that revert back to a resting memory state. Successive steps in the life cycle of the virus are indicated by horizontal arrows. R5 isolates can infect activated CD4 T cells, but may infect only the subset of resting memory CD4 T cells that express sufficient amounts of CCR5. Following infection of resting memory CD4 T cells, there is a block in the virus life cycle, probably at the level of nuclear import of the preintegration complex containing the viral genome. Resting cells with unintegrated HIV-1 DNA are likely to represent a relatively labile reservoir for the virus (preintegration latency). Productive infection requires Ag driven activation of recently infected resting CD4 cells or, more commonly, direct infection of Ag-activated CD4 T cells. Productively infected cells generally die within a few days from cytopathic effects of the infection or host cytolytic effector mechanisms, but some infected lymphoblasts survive long enough to go back to a resting state (boxed), thereby establishing a stable latent reservoir of resting memory CD4 T cells with integrated HIV-1 DNA (postintegration latency). From: RESERVOIRS FOR HIV-1: Mechanisms for Viral Persistence in the Presence of Antiviral Immune Responses and Antiretroviral Therapy. Theodore Pierson, Justin McArthur, and Robert F. Siliciano. Annu. Rev. Immunol. 2000. 18:665–708.
Pre-integration Latency

Resting memory CD4 T cells express CD4 and both CXCR4 and CCR5 coreceptors; latent HIV infection is most often found in this phenotypic subset of T cells. Following the infection of resting T cells, the incoming HIV genomic RNA must be reverse transcribed in the pre-integration complex. It has been suggested that the inability of HIV to productively infect resting cells results from the inability to complete reverse transcription (8), or failure to import the pre-integration complex into the nucleus, where it could integrate into the host cell DNA (24). Although short-term in vitro infection experiments do not usually result in completed reverse transcription, long-term culture experiments and in vivo, studies have demonstrated the presence of complete reverse transcripts in resting CD4 T cells (25, 26). These latter studies indicate that recently infected resting CD4 T cells can serve as an inducible, pre-integration, latent reservoir for HIV. If the infected resting T cell encounters antigen during the period that the pre-integration complex is still functional, resulting cell activation will allow the viral replication cycle to proceed to completion and infectious virion production. Even though pre-integration latency is the most prevalent form seen in untreated patients, it is relatively labile, lasting for only a few days or weeks, and therefore, does not seem to contribute to the latent HIV reservoir found in patients on HAART.
Post-integration Latency

The most predominant form of HIV latency in treated patients is post-integration latency. This more stable form of latency must result from integration of proviral DNA into the DNA of a CD4 T cell. The mechanism responsible for the establishment of HIV latency has not yet been elucidated, but a few possible mechanisms have been proposed (27).

One possible mechanism relies on the fact that nuclear import is dependent upon T cell activation, and therefore suggests that post-integration latency can only result from the return of an activated T cell with integrated provirus back to a resting state. But for an activated, infected T cell to survive, it must first bypass activation-induced cell death, which kills the vast majority of activated cells. The cell must also survive the cytopathic effects of the virus, and the attempts of the immune system to control and destroy infected cells.

Another possible mechanism for how HIV latency is established suggests that a cell becomes infected during a narrow window of time, as the cell is reverting back to a resting state. During this narrow window of time the cell would be activated enough to allow reverse transcription and integration, but not enough to allow initiation of viral replication. Infection during this time would allow the cell to escape the cytopathic effects of productive infection and the cytolytic effector mechanisms of the host’s immune defense.

A third hypothesis suggests that cytokine dependent mechanisms allow infection of resting cells. This hypothesis was developed based on studies that
showed that resting CD4 T cells treated with specific cytokines, such as IL-2, IL-7, and IL-15, can become permissive for nuclear import, integration, and virus gene expression (28).

**Characteristics of HIV latency in vivo**

By using inverse PCR to detect the junction between integrated HIV provirus and host chromosomal DNA, studies have shown that integrated virus is found in <0.01% of CD4 T cells in the peripheral blood and lymph nodes of patients in the asymptomatic phase of infection. Frequencies of integrated HIV are not higher in patients with advanced disease, suggesting that a relatively stable steady state is established in which only a minute fraction of the resting CD4 T cell population carries integrated HIV DNA at any given time (17). The frequency of resting CD4 T cells containing replication-competent provirus is even lower than that for integrated HIV-1 DNA. Analysis of the fraction of PBMC, from which virus can be cultured, has shown that cells harboring replication-competent provirus are quite rare (<0.01%) (29). The latent reservoir is established early in acute primary infection, and latently infected cells can be detected in patients who have been started as early as 48 hrs. after presentation with acute retroviral syndrome (30).

Several recent studies have suggested that productively infected T cells can be detected in individuals who are aviremic on HAART. The methods for virus detection include *in situ* hybridization or qRT-PCR assays for the expression of HIV RNA and immunohistochemical detection of cells expressing HIV proteins (31).
cells in the latently infected reservoir appear to produce little viral mRNA. Some studies have reported approximately 50 copies of unspliced gag RNA/10^6 resting CD4 T cells and undetectable levels for multiply-spliced RNA species (32). The viral mRNA that is produced seems to be prematurely terminated (33) or localized into inappropriate compartments (34). Therefore, it is generally assumed that latently infected T cells do not produce viral proteins and are apparently indistinguishable from uninfected cells.

One in vivo study of purified resting CD4 T cells from HIV-1-infected individuals on suppressive HAART revealed a strong preference (93%) for proviral integration in protein-encoding genes (35). Most of the identified genes (91%) were transcriptionally active in resting CD4 T cells.

**In vitro models of HIV latency**

Advancements in the study HIV-1 latency have been hindered severely by the lack of biologically relevant in vitro models that can accurately mimic the state of viral latency in vivo.

The most clearly defined reservoir of HIV infection consists of latently infected resting memory CD4 T cells, that persist even in the presence of highly active antiretroviral therapy (HAART), and can initiate viral production upon activation (17, 36, 37). This reservoir is extremely stable; clearance has been estimated to be impossible during an infected person’s lifetime, thereby rendering HIV infection incurable with current treatment strategies (38, 39). In order to
develop new strategies for the eradication of latently infected cells, a better understanding of how latency is established and maintained, and a better characterization of latently infected cells is needed.

Several cell line models for HIV latent infection have been developed, and despite providing insightful observations, these models were shown not to accurately portray what occurs in vivo. The use of chronically infected cell lines, such as the ACH2 T-cell line and the U1 promonocytic cell line, suggested that post-transcriptional mechanisms are involved in maintaining HIV in a latent state (40). The studies also showed that the patterns of HIV RNA expression in these cells consisted of singly and multiply spliced RNA species, with little or no full length viral RNA present. In contrast, studies that examined resting T cells and lymphoid tissue from infected patients, demonstrated that both unspliced and multiply spliced HIV RNA species could be detected, and unspliced transcripts were the most abundant (33, 41).

Conflicting results on preferential sites for HIV integration were also obtained when cell line models were compared to studies with primary T cells. Initial work using a Jurkat cell clone, J-Lat, suggested that integration into heterochromatic regions resulted in latent HIV infection (42). However, later studies that analyzed HIV integration sites in purified resting CD4 T cells from patients on HAART showed a strong preference for viral integration into actively transcribed genes (35).

This past experience with established cell line models highlights the importance of using primary T cells to confirm and advance our understanding of
HIV latency. Ideally, CD4 T cells from infected individuals should be used; but, the extremely low frequency of these cells and the lack of specific markers for their identification and isolation, preclude most *ex vivo* research. Cell models that employ primary T cells to recapitulate latent HIV infection *in vivo* represent a more appealing alternative approach.

Only a few *in vitro* primary cell models have been described to date. Sahu et al. have developed a culture system for post-activation, long-term survival of normal CD4 T cells in a quiescent state. The culture system was then used to generate latently infected, long-lived quiescent CD4 T cells from HIV-infected and activated CD4 lymphocytes from normal donors (43). This model involved co-culturing primary, anti-CD3 stimulated, infected CD4 cells on an adherent tumor-derived brain cell line (H80) to keep the cultured CD4 cells viable indefinitely. Despite yielding long-lived T cells with non-productive viral infection, the validity of this model was unclear. The effects of co-culturing primary cells with an allogeneic tumor-derived brain cell line were not determined, and the activation status of the cultured T cells was not rigorously examined. Another primary cell model of HIV latency was suggested after it was observed that HIV infection of CCL19- or CCL21-treated CD4 T cells resulted in low levels of HIV production, but high concentrations of integrated viral DNA (46). Further, it was demonstrated that re-stimulation of the CCL19-treated, HIV-infected CD4 cells resulted in productive virus replication, which was interpreted as being consistent with the establishment of post-integration latency.
In a recently described T cell model, stable HIV infection was generated in primary CD4+ CD8+ human thymocytes (44). It was shown that T-cell activation induced >200-fold increase in the activity of a viral reporter gene, which was demonstrated to originate from a fully reverse-transcribed and integrated HIV genome. However, the relevance of a latent infection model established in thymocytes is questionable. In a macaque model of viral latency, thymocytes did not form part of the latently infected cell reservoir (45). Furthermore, latently infected T cells that result from thymocyte infection cannot accurately represent CD4 memory T cells, which are the predominant cell type harboring latent HIV infection in humans.
CHAPTER II

OPTIMAL TIMING OF INFECTION FOR THE SUBSEQUENT DEVELOPMENT OF LATENTLY INFECTED CELLS
**INTRODUCTION**

The establishment of HIV-1 latency is linked to the normal development of memory T cells. Upon encountering its cognate antigen, a T cell will become activated, enter into the cell cycle and go through multiple rounds of cell division to give rise to a clone of activated memory/effector cells. Most of these effector cells will die, but a few will survive, revert back to resting, and become long-lived central memory cells (18). Because HIV replicates preferentially in activated CD4 T cells, it was initially assumed that latently infected cells developed from infection of activated cells, which would survive both through activation and virus induced cytopathic effects to transition to a latent infection state. (47). However in most circumstances, infection of fully activated cells results in cell death, with cells surviving for only a few days following productive infection (7).

In order to determine the time during the T cell activation cycle when cells are more likely to become infected and survive to form part of the latently infected cell pool, we have used a well-characterized *in vitro* system for HIV replication (25, 37) to derive a model for the study of latency. Our experimental system uses: infection of quiescent, primary CD4 lymphocytes with HIV molecular clones; subsequent induction of the T cell proliferation cascade by T cell receptor (TCR) engagement to activate productive viral replication; long-term culture with the addition of exogenous cytokines; and the recovery of resting T cells that contain latent/persistent infection (Figure 2.1). By day 14 of culture, greater than 99% of the
surviving cells have returned to a resting $G_{0/1}$ state (Figure 2.2). A portion of these cells (5% – 10%) contains integrated HIV DNA, and a subset of which has the capacity to initiate virus production upon a second round of cell stimulation (25).

Figure 2.1. Diagram of in vitro model of HIV latency. Primary CD4 lymphocytes are isolated from peripheral blood samples of healthy, HIV-seronegative donors, by a negative selection method. Cells are infected with HIV for 6 hrs, and washed to remove excess virus. Cells are then stimulated with immobilized anti-CD3+CD28, returned to culture under optimal cytokine conditions (refer to Materials and Methods) and monitored for productive viral replication.

Resting memory CD4 T cells represent the major reservoir for HIV in the blood and lymph nodes of infected patients. In order to determine whether latently infected cells in our in vitro model represent truly resting cells, day 14 cells were analyzed for DNA content and synthesis. As shown in Figure 2.2, on day 14 of culture >95% of cells have returned to a resting state. A very small percentage of cells were in S or G2 phase of cycle; and of these cells, only 0.1% incorporated BrdU (top-right values). In addition, there was no difference in the number of cells cycling
in infected versus uninfected cell cultures. Therefore, >99% of the CD4 cells recovered at day 14 of culture are truly quiescent.

**Figure 2.2: BrdU incorporation in CD4 cells at day 14 of culture.** Infected and uninfected cells were labeled for BrdU incorporation overnight (BD kit). 7-AAD was then added to stain cellular DNA content.

Using this *in vitro* model, we proceeded to determine that cells exposed to virus early in their activation cycle (e.g. immediately before TCR stimulation), are more likely to become latently infected.
RESULTS

Infection early in the cell cycle results in the establishment of the greatest number of latently infected cells.

In order to determine at what stage of the T cell activation cycle HIV infection is more likely to progress to latency, aliquots of freshly isolated primary CD4 T cells were infected at different time points before (day 0), and after (days 4, 7, and 10) stimulation with immobilized anti-CD3 and anti-CD28 antibodies. Surprisingly, virus production, as measured by soluble p24 production, was greater in the subpopulation of cells that were infected immediately before activation (Figure 2.3-A). Cells infected before stimulation produced approximately four times more virus at the peak of infection than did cells infected 4 days following stimulation. After 14 days in culture, when the cells had returned to a resting state, cells were analyzed for the number of integrated copies of HIV DNA. In agreement with the results of peak virus production, cells infected before stimulation (day 0) contained the highest numbers of integrated HIV DNA copies (Figure 2.3-B).

This data suggested that infection early in the cell activation cycle was more likely to generate a latently infected cell population, raising the possibility that acutely infected, fully activated CD4 T cells were able to survive both infection and the restriction phase of the lymphoproliferative response.
Figure 2.3. Infection early in the cell activation cycle results in the greatest number of latently infected cells. A) Aliquots of 10 x 10⁶ cells were infected at different time points before (day 0) and after (days 4, 7, and 10) TCR stimulation. Each infected or uninfected (CC) subpopulation was then cultured separately out to 14 days, and soluble p24 production was monitored over time. Data shown are representative of three experiments. B) At day 14, each subpopulation was analyzed by real-time PCR for number of integrated copies of HIV DNA. Data from all three donors tested are shown.

It has previously been shown that the state of CD4 lymphocyte maturation influences significantly the cell’s ability to support productive HIV replication. In this published study (78), primary CD4 lymphocytes were sorted into two major phenotypic subsets representative of “memory” (CD45RA⁻) and “naïve” (CD45RA⁺)
cells; and viral replication was compared between the two subsets following infection with the NL4-3 clone of HIV-1. Interestingly, naive cells (RA⁺) exhibited significantly greater response to stimulation with anti-CD3/CD28 antibodies than did memory cells (RA⁻); however, the majority of virus replication occurred in the memory cell subset.

To determine whether the timing of HIV infection also affected the establishment of latency differentially in these major T cell maturation subsets, freshly isolated CD4 cells were sorted into “memory” and “naïve” phenotypic subpopulations, and infected at day 0 (before stimulation) or day 4 (after 4 days of stimulation). As expected, HIV replication occurred preferentially in RA⁻ memory cells, with these cells producing approximately two fold more virus than the RA⁺ cells (Figure 2.4-A). In addition, the RA⁻ cells also contained higher numbers of integrated HIV DNA copies, as shown in figure 2.4-B. These results were in agreement with the results obtained using unfractionated CD4 T cells; infection immediately prior to cell stimulation yielded higher production of virus throughout culture, and resulted in the greatest number of latently infected cells at day 14 (Figure 2.3). HIV infection close to the activation event seems to have a greater impact on the development of a latent/persistent reservoir in memory CD4 cells than in naive CD4 cells.
Figure 2.4. Memory phenotype cells (RA-) yield a more productive infection and result in higher numbers of cells with integrated HIV DNA. Freshly isolated CD4 lymphocytes were sorted into RA+ (blue) or RA- (red) subsets, and infected either at day 0 (light color) or 4 days after (dark color) stimulation with anti-CD3/CD28 antibodies. p24 production in the supernatant was measured by ELISA at days 4, 7, and 10 (A) and the number of integrated copies of HIV present at day 14 of culture was determined by real-time qPCR (B).
**DISCUSSION**

The mechanism responsible for the establishment of HIV latency in CD4 T cells is still unknown. It is generally thought that HIV latency arises as a consequence of the tropism of HIV for long-lived memory CD4 T cells. One proposed hypothesis suggests that infection of an activated CD4 T cell, which is able to survive through the contraction phase of the lymphoproliferative response, and the cytopathic effects of a productive viral infection, results in the establishment of latency in that cell (47). However, until now, this hypothesis has not been tested.

In order to further characterize the activation status of latently infected cells in our model, we analyzed the cell cycle status of day 14 cells by BrdU and 7AAD labeling. After overnight labeling, the great majority of CD4 cells (>95%) are in the G₀ phase of the cell cycle, and a small percentage of the cells are in S or G₂ (1.2% to 1.9%). Interestingly, cells in the S or G₂ phase of the cycle were not actively synthesizing DNA, as shown by the fact that none of these cells stained positive for BrdU. The existence of this population of cells, which appears to be in cycle but not synthesizing DNA, is puzzling. They could represent cells that have arrested in S or G₂, or they could represent an artifact of the staining procedure. However, this population was seen in all donors tested, and has been seen using other methods of DNA staining.

After characterizing the metabolic state of latently infected cells obtained using this model, we showed that CD4 T cells exposed to virus before activation are more likely to become part of the latently infected cell pool. This result was
confirmed both in unfractionated preparations of CD4 cells, and in sorted subpopulations of naïve (RA⁺) and memory (RA⁻) phenotype subsets. Such findings were surprising, because most studies of HIV infection have used exposure of pre-stimulated cells to virions to establish infection and obtain quick, abundant virus production. Infection of pre-stimulated cells, however, is more likely to result in cell death, while unstimulated cells seem to survive infection more readily (48). In our studies, infection of resting cells followed by immediate activation resulted in the greatest number of latently infected cells surviving out to 14 days in culture.

Based on our observations, such latently infected cells in our model may result from two potential scenarios: 1) these cells become infected early in the cell activation cycle (days 0 to 4) and survive to day 14; or 2) these cells become infected later during culture, as the cells are reverting back to a quiescent state (days 8 to 12). Based on experiments described here, cells that are reverting back to resting are not likely to become infected and establish viral latency (Figure 2.3, cells infected at day 10). And although our data demonstrate that some cells infected early are able to survive to day 14 with latent infection, these results do not provide information on the actual activation status of such cells at the time of acute infection. This question is addressed in the next chapter.

In summary, the results obtained with our in vitro cell model of HIV infection show that viral latency is established very early in a population of CD4 T cells that are undergoing activation in the presence of infectious virus. Several publications have reported that in vivo, a significant portion of the CD4 cell pool
with latent infection is established throughout various tissue compartments in patients very early after the detection of acute HIV infection (30). Therefore, given the restrictions inherent in any cell culture model to mimic biologic events occurring in the whole organism, our primary CD4 cell model seems to reflect accurately at least one mechanistic component that is involved in the establishment of HIV latency.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Primary CD4 lymphocyte cultures. Peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) were isolated from HIV-seronegative donors by density gradient centrifugation of heparin sodium, anti-coagulated whole blood using Histopaque 1077 (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO). CD4 T cells were isolated by negative selection using the RosetteSep cell separation procedure (StemCell Technologies, Vancouver, B.C., Canada). The resulting cell preparations were routinely >95% CD4+ by flow cytometry. The isolated CD4 cells were cultured in RPMI 1640 medium (Gibco-Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) supplemented with 1mM L-glutamine, 50 U/mL penicillin, 50ug/mL streptomycin, and human AB serum (5%, vol/vol). For stimulation, cells were distributed at concentrations ranging from 2 to 4 x 10^6 cells/2 mL/well into flat-bottom wells of 6-well culture plates that were coated with anti-CD3 (0.03ug/mL) plus anti-CD28 (0.2ug/mL) antibodies. Cultures were maintained up to 14 days post-stimulation using a mixture of cytokines to optimize cell proliferation and survival: IL-2 (5 U/mL final, NIH AIDS Research & Reference Reagent Program) was added on day 4, IL-15 (10 ng/mL final, R&D Systems, Minneapolis, MN) was added on days 4 and 7, and IFN-beta (10 ng/mL final, PBL InterferonSource, New Jersey, NJ) was added on days 10 and 12.

Cell staining and flow cytometry analysis. The purity of CD4 lymphocyte preparations was monitored by direct staining with dual antibody combinations: anti-
CD4 (FITC) and anti-CD8 (PE), and anti-CD19 (FITC) and anti-CD16 (PE), (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA). Anti-CD25 and anti-HLA-DR antibodies conjugated to APC and PE, respectively (BD Biosciences) were used to measure levels of CDR cell activation. Cell surface staining was performed for 30 min. at 4°C, per the manufacturer’s instructions (73, 74) with cell aliquots containing 0.5 x 10^6 to 1 x 10^6 cells. Flow cytometry analysis was performed on a FACS Canto instrument using DiVa software 2.1 (BD Flow Cytometry Systems).

**Virus infection.** Infectious virus stocks of the NL4-3 clone of HIV-1 (75) were prepared by transfecting plasmid DNA into the CEM T lymphoblastoid cell line with FuGene Transfection Reagent (Roche Molecular Diagnostics, Alameda, CA) and harvesting supernatant at the time of peak viral replication and spread, as described previously (64). Aliquots of 4-6 x 10^6 CD4 lymphocytes were incubated with 0.5 mL of the NL4-3 virus stock for 5-6 hrs at 37°C at multiplicities of infection (MOI) of 0.1 to 0.5 TCID_{50} per cell. After infection excess virus was removed by extensive washing with calcium-free and magnesium-free Dulbecco’s phosphate buffered saline (PBS; Mediatech, Herndon, VA) plus 2% human AB serum (Omega Scientific, Tarzana, CA). Cells were stimulated as described above and virus infection was performed at different time points during culture (see results section). After three days, CD4 lymphocytes were removed from the CD3/CD28 antibody coated plates and maintained in 6-well tissue-culture treated plates with RPMI medium supplemented with 5% human AB serum, at 3-4 x 10^6 cells per well for the
remainder of the culture period (13-14 days). Productive HIV replication was assessed by quantifying the amount of soluble p24 antigen released into culture supernatants using an ELISA method (Abbott, Abbott Park, IL).

**Detection of integrated HIV DNA.** Infected cells and uninfected cell controls were collected at different time-points and stored frozen in dry pellet aliquots of 1–2 x 10^6 cells. For batched analysis, pellets were thawed and resuspended in 200µL Dulbecco’s PBS. Total DNA was extracted using the Qiagen DNA extraction kit (Qiagen, Chatsworth, USA) following the manufacturer’s protocol. High and low molecular weight fractions of genomic DNA were recovered, using a published protocol (65). Replicates of 500ng total DNA were loaded on a 0.5% SeaKem Agarose gel(Cambrex, Rockland, USA); fractionation of DNA was achieved with electrophoresis for 3 hours at 60V. The ∼20 kb high molecular weight (HMW) band was excised from the gel with a gene capsule cutter (Geno Technology, St. Louis, USA) to achieve uniform gel slice-sizes. DNA was extracted from the gel using the Qiaex II gel extraction kit (Qiagen, Chatsworth, CA) following the manufacturer’s protocol with minor variations. The incubation time in QS buffer was extended to 20 minutes after adding silica. Following incubation, the silica was washed 3 times in buffer QXI and 3 times in buffer PE. DNA was quantified using a real time quantitative PCR assay (Taqman qPCR). Beta-actin specific primers and probe were provided with the ABI TaqMan® beta-actin detection reagents (ABI, Foster City, USA). Real-time qPCR was performed in 25µl containing 5µl DNA target, 12.5µl
TaqMan® Universal Master Mix (ABI) and 7.5µl primers and probe (400nM forward and reverse primers, 200nM probe) using these cycling conditions: 50°C/2min, 95°C/10min, then 95°C/15sec, 60°C/1min (45 cycles). A standard curve was generated ranging from 30 - 0.1ng genomic DNA using a reference human DNA (TaqMan® Control Genomic DNA, ABI). DNA content was calculated using the sample cycle threshold (ct) signal values correlated to the standard curve ct values. HIV-1 DNA copy numbers were adjusted to the amount of input DNA and expressed as copies/µg DNA. Primers and probe were designed against p24 gag, and their sequences were as follows:

Forward: 5’-AAAAGAGACCATCAATGAGGAAGC-3’
Reverse: 5’-TGGTGCAATAGGCCCTGC-3’
Probe: 5’-FAM/CAGAATGGGATAGATTGCATCCAG-3’
CHAPTER III

CD4 T CELLS THAT PROLIFERATE THE LEAST DURING HIV INFECTION ARE MORE LIKELY TO BECOME LATENTLY INFECTED
INTRODUCTION

To initiate its replicative cycle, HIV must reverse transcribe its genomic RNA into DNA, and the viral DNA must integrate into the host cell DNA. In an activated cell, this process is rapid and efficient, due to the abundance of cellular factors that are necessary for integration and transcription of viral genes. However, in resting cells that appear to be refractory to HIV infection in vitro, there are blocks at and immediately after reverse transcription (6). Consequently, the ability of the virus to establish infection is greatly influenced by the metabolic and activation state of the host cell.

The specific, minimal requirements for the establishment of HIV infection in CD4 T cells have not been defined. The level of cell activation that is needed for viral DNA integration is still unknown. Some studies have shown that HIV vector constructs can infect and integrate into the DNA of non-dividing T cells, following treatment with cytokine mixtures in culture supernate derived from mitogen-stimulated T cells (28). This prior study did not determine the precise identity and concentrations of the active cytokines, nor whether T cell division was an absolute requirement for the persistent establishment of HIV provirus during infection.

In experiments described herein using our in vitro model, we demonstrate that T cell proliferation is not a requirement for the establishment of persistent HIV infection. Rather, minimally activated T cells that do not enter mitosis become stably infected and survive with replication competent virus. Based on these observations, we hypothesize that cells comprising the latently infected CD4 cell reservoir in vivo
are most likely descended from minimally activated T cells that are “bystanders” to both antigen-specific immune responses and productive HIV replication occurring in immune tissue microenvironments.
RESULTS

Cells that proliferate the least are more likely to become latently infected.

To determine whether an acutely infected, fully activated CD4 T cell can survive to a state of latent infection, we used our CD4 cell model, optimized for the development of HIV-1 latency in culture, to track infected cell proliferation using CFSE viable cell staining. Fourteen days following infection and stimulation, when more than 99% of cells have returned to resting, cells were sorted based on their cell division profile (see figure 3.1-A for cell sorting diagram). The recovered cell subpopulations were analyzed for the amount of integrated HIV DNA present, as well as virus production following a second round of stimulation. A reverse transcriptase inhibitor was added on day 5 of culture to block the subsequent spread of infection during later stages of the cell activation cycle.
Figure 3.1. Cells that proliferate the least, following HIV infection, are more likely to become latently infected. A) Cell sorting procedure. CD4 lymphocytes were isolated by negative selection, stained with CFSE, infected with NL4-3 (MOI=0.1), and then induced to proliferate using immobilized anti-CD3 + anti-CD28. On day 5 after stimulation, Nevirapine was added to prevent further cycles of infection. At day 14, cells were FACS-sorted based on CFSE content into subsets that had: i) not divided (CFSE$^{hi}$); ii) divided a few times after day 5 (CFSE$^{mi}$); or iii) divided many times after day 5 (CFSE$^{lo}$). The recovered subsets were analyzed for integrated HIV DNA, and tested for induction of HIV replication. B) High molecular weight, cellular DNA was extracted from total CD4 cells and from each of the sorted CFSE subsets. The copy number of HIV provirus in each cell sample was determined by qPCR analysis (limit of detection of the assay is 10 copies/100ng DNA). Representative data, one of four experiments performed with different cell donors. C) Viable cell samples from each sorted subpopulation were taken at day 14, washed and restimulated with anti-CD3/anti-CD28 to induce productive virus replication. The levels of soluble p24 production were determined by ELISA following secondary stimulation. Representative data, one of four experiments.
Surprisingly, cells that did not divide (CFSE$^{hi}$) or cells that divided only a few times (CFSE$^{mi}$) during the 14 day culture contained the greatest number of integrated HIV DNA copies: 125 and 42 copies respectively, per 100 ng of genomic DNA (Figure 3.1-B). Cells that divided multiple times after the addition of the antiretroviral drug usually contained 2 to 4 fold fewer copies than cells that did not divide (Table I). We also tested for the presence of replication competent HIV in each sorted subpopulation by analyzing soluble p24 production in supernatant, and by staining for intracellular p24 expression at 2 and 7 days following a second round of cell stimulation. In agreement with the integrated HIV DNA data, cells that did not divide or divided only a few times produced higher amounts of p24 and showed greater percentages of cells expressing intracellular p24 (Figure 3.1-C and Figure 3.2).

Table 3.1. Quantification of integrated HIV DNA and induction of replication competent HIV (p24 production) after second round of cell stimulation. Cumulative data for all donors tested using the procedure described in Figure 1. n/a, not assayed; bd, below limit of detection.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Donor</th>
<th>Integrated HIV DNA (copies/100 ng DNA)</th>
<th>No Drug Unssorted</th>
<th>CFSE$^{hi}$</th>
<th>CFSE$^{mi}$</th>
<th>CFSE$^{lo}$</th>
<th>p24 Production after 2⁰ Stimulation (pg/mL)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>No Drug Unssorted</td>
<td>CFSE$^{hi}$</td>
<td>CFSE$^{mi}$</td>
<td>CFSE$^{lo}$</td>
<td>No Drug Unssorted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donor 1</td>
<td>206,104</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>51</td>
<td></td>
<td>263,763</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donor 2</td>
<td>177,307</td>
<td>226</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>89</td>
<td></td>
<td>385,701</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donor 3</td>
<td>257,149</td>
<td>1,338</td>
<td>893</td>
<td>313</td>
<td></td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donor 4</td>
<td>44,860</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>bd</td>
<td></td>
<td>746,047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>171,355</td>
<td>476</td>
<td>387</td>
<td>151</td>
<td></td>
<td>465,170</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 3.2. Cells that proliferate the least following HIV infection produce larger amounts of p24 following reactivation. After 14 days following initial HIV infection, and after sort based on CFSE profile, each subpopulation was washed and restimulated with anti-CD3 + anti-CD28 to induce productive virus replication. Cell subsets were analyzed by flow cytometry for levels of intracellular p24 expression, after 2 and 7 days of secondary stimulation. Representative data, one of four experiments.
These data suggest that even though a few cells seem able to survive acute infection and full activation to become latently infected, the majority of cells that survive to become part of a latently infected cell pool are cells that do not divide or divide only a few times in the presence of active HIV replication.

To verify that the differences observed in virus production following reactivation were not due to differences in the ability of highly-proliferating (CFSE-) cells to respond optimally to a second round of stimulation, cell cycle analysis was performed during the induced re-stimulation, using aliquots of cells taken from each sorted subpopulation. As shown in Figure 3.3, all three subpopulations responded equivalently well to TCR re-stimulation, with 25% to 50% of the cells exhibiting active cycling (BrdU incorporation).
Figure 3.3. Sorted cell subpopulations respond similarly to a second round of stimulation. Following 4 days of re-stimulation, small aliquots from each sorted cell subpopulation and from unstimulated and uninfected cells were labeled with BrdU for 2 hours and then permeabilized, fixed, and stained for BrdU content.
Cells that divide the least remain IL-2R positive but do not express HLA-DR after 14 days in culture

To characterize the activation status of infected cells with different proliferation profiles, we stained CFSE labeled cells that had been in culture for 14 days, with antibodies against CD25 (alpha chain of the IL-2 receptor and a marker of early activation) and HLA-DR (MHC-II molecule and a marker of late activation). As shown in Figure 3.4-A and 3.4-B, most cells remained CD25 positive 14 days after infection and stimulation, regardless of the number of cell divisions. In contrast, only the cells that divided the most during culture (CFSE low or negative) expressed high levels of HLA-DR.

These results, along with the prior results, indicated that the majority of latently infected cells derived from our in vitro culture system, were those cells that had become only minimally activated while being in close contact with fully activated and productively infected cells. We hypothesized that minimal activation of such “bystander” cells would be sufficient to allow HIV to integrate into the host cell DNA, but not enough to activate virus production, allowing these cells to survive with persistent or latent infection.
Figure 3.4. After 14 days in culture, the majority of cells remain CD25 positive; HLA-DR expression is seen primarily on highly proliferating cells. A) Cell samples were taken after 14 days in culture, following initial HIV infection and CFSE labeling. Recovered cells were stained for expression of IL-2R (CD25) and MHC-II (HLA-DR), and analyzed by flow cytometry. B) Graphic representation of HLA-DR expression on cells with different proliferation profiles. Mean Fluorescence Intensity (MFI) values represent the mean of three experiments. Error bars indicate standard deviation.
Unstimulated “bystander” CD4 cells, cultured in the presence of fully activated and infected cells, become the basis for a latently infected cell pool.

It has been shown previously that HIV can establish infection in resting CD4 T cells that have been cultured in the presence of cytokines, such as IL-2, IL-7, and IL-15 (28). To investigate whether latently infected cells produced in our model were derived through a similar scenario during culture with cytokines (namely IL-2 and IL-15) and productively infected proliferating T cells, we designed an experimental model for “bystander” cell infection. The model involved staining a portion of freshly isolated CD4 T cells with CFSE, and maintaining these stained cells without stimulation for 4 days (labeled #2 in Figure 3.5-A). Another portion of the CD4 cells were not stained, but were infected and stimulated according to our standard in vitro protocol (#3, Figure 3.5-A). After 4 days of culture, the unstimulated, uninfected, CFSE stained cells were mixed with the fully activated, infected cells at a ratio of 1:1 (2+3, Figure 3.5-B). As a positive experimental control for infection of CFSE stained cells, we infected and stimulated another portion of freshly isolated CFSE stained CD4 cells (#1, Figure 3.5-B) and cultured them in parallel for 14 days. Infection of each cell subpopulation was monitored by flow cytometry for expression of intracellular p24 staining, throughout the 14 day culture. As shown in Figure 3.5-B, 20% – 30% of fully activated, infected cells were expressing intracellular p24 at the peak of the infection. Interestingly, resting cells that were CFSE stained and cultured in the presence of fully activated infected cells, also exhibited intracellular p24 expression at day 7, demonstrating the infection of such non-proliferating cells.
Figure 3.5. Unstimulated, non-proliferating cells become latently infected after culture with stimulated, infected cells. A) Diagram depicting experimental design for testing the infection of unstimulated, non-proliferating cells. After isolation of CD4 cells from healthy donors, half the cells were stained with CFSE, and the other half was left unstained. Unstained cells were infected, stimulated and cultured according to our standard in vitro model protocol (#3 in diagram). After 4 days in culture, unstimulated uninfected, CFSE stained CD4 cells (#2 in diagram) were added to the infected stimulated cells. The cell mixtures were cultured for an additional 10 days in the presence of cytokines. Indinavir (1uM) was added at day 7. An aliquot of CFSE stained cells was infected, stimulated, and cultured in parallel for comparison (#1 in diagram). B) Cells were monitored throughout the 14 day culture for intracellular p24 expression. Top row: CFSE stained, infected, and stimulated cells. Bottom row: CFSE stained, unstimulated cells mixed at day 4 with infected, stimulated, unstained cells. Representative data, one of three experiments.
After 14 days of culture, the cells were sorted into CFSE-bright (unstimulated, bystander cells) and CFSE-negative (fully activated, proliferating cells) subsets, and each cell subset was then analyzed for the amount of integrated HIV DNA and the frequency of replication competent virus. Even though the percentage of productively infected cells in the fully activated cell population (CFSE-negative) was much greater than the unstimulated cell population population (CFSE-bright) at the peak of culture on day 7, the number of integrated HIV copies and the number of infectious units per million cells (IUPM) were similar in both subpopulations at day 14 (Table 3.2). In fact, the amount of latent HIV infection appeared to be greater in the unstimulated cell population.

Our data indicate that the majority of the latently infected CD4 cells result from infection of “bystander” cells, which become minimally activated by being cultured in the presence of fully activated, infected cells. The results suggest that the direct infection of resting (non-proliferating) CD4 memory T cells may be the major contributor to development of the latently infected T cell reservoir in vivo.
Table 3.2. Non-proliferating, minimally-activated CD4 cells form the major portion of latently infected cells. After 14 days in culture, cells were sorted into CFSE-bright and CFSE-negative populations. Each subpopulation was analyzed for number of copies of integrated HIV DNA, and number of infectious units per $10^6$ cells.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>D14 Cell Subset</th>
<th>HIV$_{int}$ / $10^5$ Cells</th>
<th>Infectious Units/ $10^6$ Cells</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Donor 1</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFSE +</td>
<td>464,563</td>
<td>25,030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFSE -</td>
<td>192,000</td>
<td>25,030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Donor 2</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFSE +</td>
<td>93,938</td>
<td>817</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFSE -</td>
<td>80,500</td>
<td>162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Donor 3</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFSE +</td>
<td>51,250</td>
<td>1,429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFSE -</td>
<td>78,813</td>
<td>817</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In vivo</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFSE +</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DISCUSSION

The mechanisms involved in the establishment of HIV-1 latency in CD4 T cells have not been clearly defined. Studies into possible mechanisms of HIV latency have been hindered by the lack of a biologically relevant *in vitro* model. Our lab has developed a unique *in vitro* cell model, which has enabled us to identify activation and proliferation requirements for the establishment of HIV-1 latency in primary CD4 T cells.

Three main hypotheses have been suggested for how HIV latency is established in CD4 T cells: 1) an activated, proliferating cell becomes infected and reverts back to resting; 2) a cell becomes infected during a narrow window of time as it is reverting back to a resting state; or 3) a resting memory cell becomes infected without full activation (27). Using our optimized *in vitro* model for development of HIV latency, we show that resting CD4 cells cultured in the presence of fully activated, infected cells become a major part of the latently infected cell pool. Our data suggest strongly that direct infection of resting, or non-proliferating, cells is an important mechanism for the establishment of HIV-1 latency in CD4 T cells.

Other *in vitro* studies examining direct infection of resting T cells have produced conflicting results. Some early studies have shown that reverse transcription is inefficient in resting T cells (8), and nuclear import and integration are not detected unless cells are activated to enter the cell cycle (49). More recent studies, however, have demonstrated infection of resting primary T cells following
virus spinoculation (50), and that virus-producing endothelial cells can promote HIV replication in non-dividing memory T cells (51).

Most importantly, HIV infection of resting CD4 cells has been detected in vivo in both animal models and infected humans. The population of resting T cells that exhibited infection had a longer half life than that of infected cells, which were activated (52). These investigators hypothesized that cytokines present in the immune tissue milieu could provide a permissive environment for viral replication in resting T cells. Other investigators (53) have proposed that unintegrated HIV, which has been shown to affect the response of resting T cells to activating stimuli, may alter the resting state of the cells, making them more permissive to infection. More studies on a molecular level are needed to determine which of these, or other, mechanisms are involved in direct infection of resting T cells.

Understanding the mechanism(s) responsible for the establishment of HIV latency should help to identify possible unique targets for the development of new treatment strategies. If specific markers of resting T cell infection can be defined in the future, it may be possible to use such markers to identify and purge the latent HIV reservoir to eradicate infection.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Primary CD4 cell cultures. See Material and Methods Section, Chapter II.

Virus infection. See Materials and Methods Section, Chapter II.

Quantification of integrated HIV DNA. Aliquots of infected cells and uninfected cell controls were collected from culture at different time-points, and kept frozen in dry pellets of 1–2 x 10^6 cells. For batch analysis, pellets were thawed and resuspended in 200µL calcium-free and magnesium-free Dulbecco’s PBS (Mediatech). Genomic DNA was extracted using the Qiagen Blood and Cell Culture DNA Mini Kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA) and eluted in 100µL of 10 mmol/L Tris, pH 8.0. After determination of DNA concentration by spectrophotometry, real-time qPCR was performed with 100-200 ng of input genomic DNA, using ABI Prism 7700 Sequence Detection System with software version SDS 1.9.1 (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA). Sample DNA content was calculated using the sample cycle threshold signal values (ct sample) correlated to the standard curve ct values (ct standard). Real-time qPCR was performed in 25µl containing 5µl DNA target, 12.5µl TaqMan® Universal Master Mix (Applied Biosystems) and 7.5µl primers and probe (900nM forward and reverse primers, 200nM probe) using the following cycling conditions: 50°C 2min, 95°C 10min, then 95°C 15sec, 60°C 1min in 45 cycles.
Primers and probes were designed against p24 gag, and their sequences were as follows:

Forward: 5’-AAAAGAGACCACATCAATGAGGAAGC-3’
Reverse: 5’-TGGTGCAATAGGCCCTGC-3’
Probe: 5’-FAM/CAGAATGGGATAGATTGCATCCAG-3’

Cell cycle analysis. At a given time point in culture, cell aliquots were labeled for 2 hours with BrdU provided in BD Pharmingen’s BrdU Flow Kit. Following labeling, cells were permeabilized, stained, and fixed according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Data were analyzed using a BD FACS Canto instrument with DiVa software 2.1 (Becton Dickinson).

Quantification of infectious units per million cells (IUPM). Mixed cultures of CFSE stained and unstained CD4 T cells (refer to Figure 4) were sorted at day 13 into CFSE-bright and CFSE-negative subsets. After washing, the sorted cells were resuspended in 5% RPMI media at 5 x 10^5 cells per mL and plated into duplicate wells of a 96-well flat-bottom plate coated with anti-CD3 and anti-CD28 antibodies, as described above (250uL of cell suspension/well). Infected cells were diluted into uninfected cells from the same donor that served as indicator cells to amplify growth of reactivated virus. Five-fold serial dilutions were made into 10^5 uninfected cells, in duplicate wells. Plates were sealed and incubated at 37°C in 5% CO₂ in air for 7 days. Unstimulated, cell controls were cultured following the same procedure using uncoated, tissue-culture treated plates. After 7 days, 100 uL of supernatant was
collected from each duplicate well and analyzed for soluble p24 by ELISA. Sample wells with p24 values >50pg/mL were scored as positive. Infected cell frequencies were determined by the maximum likelihood method (70) and were expressed as infectious units per million CD4 cells.

**Cell staining and flow cytometry analysis.** The purity of CD4 lymphocyte preparations and the expression of CD25 and HLA-DR were monitored by direct staining flow cytometry, as described in Materials and Methods, Chapter II.

For cell proliferation assays, 10 x 10^6 cells were labeled with 10µM carboxyfluorescein diacetate, succinimidyl ester (CFSE; Molecular Probes, Carlsbad, CA) for 5 min at room temperature, quenched with 10 mLs of cold RPMI media with 10% human AB sera, placed on ice for 5 minutes, and then washed with 5 mLs warm RPMI media with 5% human AB sera. The samples were analyzed and sorted using a MoFlo cell sorter (DakoCytomation, Denmark) under biocontainment conditions.

For intracellular p24 analysis, cells were washed in PBS, and fixed and permeabilized using Cytofix/Cytoperm Buffer (BD Biosciences). After washing with Perm/Wash Buffer (BD Biosciences), cells were incubated for 30 min. with KC57-RD1 antibody (Beckman Coulter), specific for the p55, p24, and p17 antigens of HIV-1. Cells were washed again with Perm/Wash buffer and stored in 0.5% formaldehyde at 4°C until acquisition on a FACSCanto instrument (BD Biosciences). Data were analyzed with BD FACS DiVa software 2.1 (BectonDickinson).
CHAPTER IV

DETECTION OF HIV TRANSCRIPTIONAL ACTIVITY IN LATENTLY INFECTED, RESTING CD4 T CELLS
INTRODUCTION

Most studies aimed at understanding the mechanisms of how HIV-1 latency is maintained have utilized infected cell lines as models (42, 54). However, considering the profoundly quiescent state of resting memory CD4 T cells in vivo, continuously dividing cell lines may not provide an accurate representation of the latent reservoir in vivo. A few studies have examined highly purified populations of resting CD4 T cells taken from patients who had prolonged suppression of viral replication on HAART (32, 33). Despite the important observations gained from these studies with ex vivo samples, the extremely low frequency of latently infected cells obtained from the peripheral circulation (estimated to be 1 in 10^6 CD4 cells) could produce misleading results.

It was shown recently that resting CD4 T cells from patients on suppressive HAART produce abortive mRNA transcripts that lack a poly(A) tail (33). Although short transcripts dominated, processive polyadenylated HIV mRNAs were also present in both unspliced and multiply spliced forms. One caveat of this study was the extremely low frequency of infected CD4 T cells within the pool of total CD4 cells isolated from infected donors. Such sampling constraints may have skewed results toward very low levels of detected transcripts. Due to the low frequency of latently infected cells and the inability to differentiate between infected and uninfected subpopulations, this study also was unable to determine whether the processive, polyadenylated mRNAs were being translated into protein.
In contrast, the *in vitro* model developed by our research group addresses these problems by increasing the proportion of latently infected cells available for study. This chapter characterizes our cell model further, using biomolecular methods to examine the latently infected cells present at day 14 of culture. First we determined the metabolic state and the frequency of replication competent virus present in the latently infected CD4 cells. Second, we investigated whether the HIV provirus in a nonproductive, persistent infection is completely devoid of transcriptional activity (classical viral latency) or if low levels of gene transcription can be detected.
RESULTS

Detection of intracellular HIV Gag in resting infected CD4 cells after 14 days of culture.

In a series of early experiments, low levels of intracellular HIV Gag (p24/p55) were detected in the resting infected CD4 cell population at day 14 of culture. The subset of cells with Gag expression were found to be truly resting, however, and not transcriptionally active. An example of such experimental results is shown in Figure 4.1. Here, the vast majority of cells expressing Gag (7.5% of total culture) were in the G$_0$ phase of cell cycle (Fig. 4.1B; color coding within ICp24 cell subsets corresponds to cell DNA content, as depicted in 4.1A). In addition, the cells expressing p24 Gag did not contain the small fraction of transcriptionally active cells (0.5% BrdU+) found at day 14 (Fig. 4.1B). It is very important to note that these earlier experiments did not use addition of antiretroviral drugs to halt HIV replication and spread during the latter half of the culture period.
Figure 4.1: Detection of p24 Gag in CD4 cells at day 14 of culture. A) Infected and uninfected cells were labeled for BrdU incorporation overnight (BD kit). 7-AAD was then added to stain cellular DNA content, and analysis performed on a FACS Canto. B) Another cell aliquot was stained in parallel for intracellular HIV Gag (p24/p55).

Detection of HIV Gag in the infected quiescent cells could have resulted either from productive ongoing expression within cells, or from detection of excessive capsid protein (p24) in virions attached to the cell plasma membrane. To determine whether the detected Gag protein was due to virions bound to the surface of CD4 cells, an acid wash method (71) to remove bound virions from the cell membrane was performed prior to staining for p24 Gag expression. Infected cells treated with the acid wash procedure showed the same level of intracellular p24 expression as did infected cells that did not receive the wash (Figure 4.2, top panel). In addition, an aliquot of uninfected cells, exposed for 1 hour at 37°C to supernate taken from the peak of HIV infection, did not stain positive in the analysis for
intracellular p24 expression (Figure 4.2, bottom panel). These results demonstrated that HIV Gag detected in resting cells from day 14 of our infection model, represented true intracellular expression of Gag within cells.

Our experiments have not addressed whether the detected intracellular HIV Gag at day 14 of culture was the product of active ongoing translation or prior translation that was no longer active. To remove this variable from our cell model of viral latency and to circumvent continued rounds of HIV infection during the later phases of cell culture, subsequent work has utilized the addition of antiretroviral drugs (Nevirapine, anti-RT or Indinavir, anti-protease) to halt HIV replication and spread after day 7 of culture (Chapter III).
Figure 4.2. Detection of productive HIV infection using intracellular staining for p24/p55 Gag protein. **Top Row**) NL4-3-infected primary CD4 lymphocytes at day 7 after TCR stimulation. Cell divisions tracked with CFSE stain (X axis). ICp24-positive cells, with the presence of dim and bright subsets (Y axis). Some cells were treated by acid wash (pH 2) to strip any external virions from the cell surface (far right panel). **Bottom Row**) Uninfected CD4 cells (day 7) were exposed to soluble p24 collected from the parallel, infected culture (~150,000 pg in 1 ml) for 1 hr at 37º C. Half of the exposed cells were then treated by acid wash. Both cell aliquots were stained by the ICp24 method to determine whether cell membrane-bound virions could be detected. Levels of virion binding were confirmed by p24 ELISA on the total cell lysates.
A small fraction of latently infected CD4 cells in our model contains replication competent virus.

Other studies looking at persistent HIV infection *in vivo* have shown that the majority of integrated virus detected in CD4 T cells represents archived HIV DNA that is not replication competent (16). With this knowledge in mind, it became important for us to determine what fraction of HIV provirus found in CD4 cells from our latency model was replication competent.

To address this question, a second round of stimulation with immobilized anti-CD3/CD28 antibodies, in the presence or absence of antiretroviral drug to prevent new rounds of infection, was performed and cells were analyzed for intracellular Gag (ICp24) expression by flow cytometry. After 2 days of re-stimulation, a very small percentage of cells showed an increase in the expression of ICp24 by increasing the level of mean fluorescence intensity, MFI (Figure 4.3 top panel). The actual percentage of ICp24-positive cells did not appear to increase. Only the relative brightness of the stained ICp24 per cell increased, suggesting a substantial increase in the production of HIV Gag within the infected cells. Once again, it is important to note that in these experiments, antiretroviral drugs were not added to the initial acute infection culture to limit late infection events occurring after 7-10 days.

After 7 days of secondary cell stimulation and culture (Figure 4.3, bottom panel), the percent of cells with high levels of ICp24 expression (e.g. bright staining) increased slightly for the cell aliquot cultured in the absence of antiretroviral drug.
(Stim). This was probably the consequence of spreading HIV replication, with new rounds of viral infection. In contrast, the aliquot of cells that was re-stimulated in the presence of antiretroviral drug (Stim + drug) showed a decrease in the percent and staining intensity of cells expressing ICp24. This was likely the result of cell death induced by the activation of productive HIV replication during cell re-stimulation.
Figure 4.3: A small fraction of latently infected cells contain replication competent virus. Cells from day 14 of the in vitro model were stained for intracellular p24 (ICp24) expression following a second-round of stimulation with anti-CD3 and anti-CD28 antibodies and culture with or without the addition of antiretroviral drug. Cell aliquots from unstimulated and stimulated samples were analyzed by flow cytometry at two (top panel of 3 histograms) and seven (bottom panel of three histograms) days after re-stimulation.
Detection of unspliced and multiply spliced HIV transcripts in latently infected cells.

Persistent/latent HIV infection may involve the production of low levels of transcription, limited to early phase, multiply-spliced species of mRNA. In fact, reports from clinical studies have described the continued presence of multiply-spliced (MS) and unspliced (US) species of HIV RNA in peripheral blood CD4 T cells isolated from patients after long-term, therapy-induced suppression of viremia (76, 33).

To determine whether HIV provirus that is carried in quiescent, but persistently-infected, CD4 cells from our *in vitro* model is transcriptionally active, we analyzed the content of RNA extracted from infected CD4 cells throughout the 14 day culture period, with special emphasis on the end of culture when cells have returned to a resting state. In this series of experiments, antiretroviral drug (Indinavir) was added on day 7 of culture to prevent subsequent new rounds of infection. Interestingly, the relative levels of each HIV transcript species examined remained parallel throughout the culture period, with unspliced transcripts (gag) being the most abundant (Figure 4.4-A). At the end of culture on day 14, all the viral mRNA species were still detectable and the hierarchy of expression remained the same, with unspliced transcripts being the greatest. These results demonstrated that HIV latency, produced in our model system, is not devoid of viral gene transcription.
Figure 4.4: Unspliced and multiply-spliced HIV transcripts detected in CD4 cells from the in vitro model of latency. Total RNA was extracted from infected CD4 cell samples (days 4, 7, 14 of culture) and DNase treated. Real-time qRT-PCR analysis was performed using a multiplexed, standardized assay (see Materials and Methods). Data is expressed as copy number per 25 ng of input RNA. A) Time course of mRNA expression for each species of HIV transcript (color-coded legend). Data for three donors tested, error bars represent the standard error of the mean. B) Transcription levels of each viral mRNA species detected at day 14 of culture, for each of three donors tested.
DISCUSSION

The study of HIV latency in CD4 T cells requires a model with primary cells that adequately represent the latently infected cells found in vivo. The in vitro CD4 model developed in Dr. Spina’s lab provides a powerful tool to study the mechanisms involved in both the establishment and the maintenance of latent HIV infection.

The detection of HIV Gag expression (ICp24) in latently infected, resting CD4 cells harvested from our long-term cultures was unexpected. Interestingly, the subset of cells expressing ICp24 at day 14 of culture (7.5% of the total population) was in the G0 phase of the cell cycle and did not incorporate BrdU during overnight labeling. Detection of intracellular p24 expression in such cells raised the possibility that we were measuring excess virions, attached to the surface of the cells. Performance of acid washes to remove any bound virions confirmed that the detected ICp24 protein was indeed due to the presence of Gag protein within the cells. However, the possibility remains that this Gag protein was not newly synthesized, but rather maintained stably inside infected cells over hours to days. Further experiments are needed to address this question.

The detection of HIV Gag protein in latently infected, resting cells also indicated that HIV latent infection was most likely not devoid of viral transcriptional activity, as in “classical” proviral latency. Therefore, we applied a sensitive qRT-PCR assay for the detection of multiple different species of HIV mRNA to examine
the transcriptional activity of the HIV provirus in CD4 cells from our *in vitro* model. Both unspliced and multiply-spliced HIV RNA transcripts were found in latently infected cells. A relative hierarchy of expressed transcripts was seen, with unspliced *gag* transcripts being the most abundant followed by singly-spliced *env*, total multiply-spliced, *nef*, and *tat* species. These results were in agreement with findings from recent studies using T cells from infected patients (33). The stability of the HIV transcripts, detected in our cell model, was not investigated. Further work will be needed to determine whether all the detected HIV mRNA species are being continuously transcribed, even after infected cells return to a resting state. In addition, we do not know whether any of the multiply-spliced viral RNAs (e.g. *nef* and *tat*) may be translated into functional protein products.

The detection of viral mRNA transcripts in latently infected CD4 T cells suggests that HIV latency may not be maintained exclusively by a passive mechanism. Rather, HIV latent infection may be maintained actively through the interaction of viral factors, such as interfering RNA or regulatory proteins, with the transcriptional machinery of the T cell to prevent activation of the provirus into a productive replication cycle.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

**Primary CD4 cell cultures.** See Material and Methods Section, Chapter II.

**Virus infection.** See Materials and Methods Section, Chapter II.

**Cell cycle analysis.** Day 14 cells were labeled overnight (16 to 18 hours) with BrdU provided in BD Pharmingen’s BrdU Flow Kit. After labeling, cell aliquots were permeabilized, stained, and fixed according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Data were analyzed using a BD FACS Canto instrument with DiVa 2.1 software (Becton Dickinson).

**Acid Wash.** The method was based on a modification of a published procedure (71). Aliquots of approximately $10^6$ cells were pelleted and resuspended in 0.5 mLs of RPMI media. Two mLs of cold acid wash (RPMI media with 2 M HCl, pH 2) were added and cells were placed in ice for 2 minutes. Cells were then washed once with RPMI media, and once with Dulbecco’s PBS.

**Re-stimulation of cultured CD4 cells.** Following 14 days of culture, cells were harvested and washed with PBS, and viable cell counts were performed using Trypan blue dye exclusion. The recovered CD4 cells were resuspended in complete RPMI medium with 5% human AB serum (supplemented with 1mM L-glutamine, 50 U/mL
penicillin, 50µg/mL streptomycin), and distributed at a concentration of $10^5$ cells/100µL/well in duplicate into 96-well flat-bottom plates that had been pre-coated with anti-CD3 plus anti-CD28 antibodies. The microcultures were incubated at 37 °C in 5% CO₂ in air for 2 to 7 days following stimulation. Cell samples were removed from culture, washed, and stained for intracellular p24 expression, as described in the Materials and Methods section of Chapter III.

**Quantification of HIV transcripts by real-time qRT-PCR.** CD4 cell samples were harvested from culture at sequential time points following infection and TCR stimulation. The HIV protease inhibitor, Indinavir, was added on day 5 of culture to prevent subsequent rounds of virus infection and spread. Total cellular RNA was extracted (Qiagen RNA Easy kit) from each sample and real-time qRT-PCR was performed using RNA standard controls to quantify the copy number of each of the targeted HIV mRNA species. Up to 1 µg RNA was isolated, reverse transcribed by random hexamer priming, and analyzed in TaqMan qPCR. Transcript copy numbers were normalized to 25 ng input RNA.

The real-time qRT-PCR method for quantification of NL4-3 viral transcripts was developed by Mary Lewinski, during a Ph.D. post-doctoral research project performed in Dr. Spina’s lab. Specific TaqMan primer and probe sets targeting unspliced, multiply-spliced, Nef-encoding, Tat-encoding, and singly-spliced Env-encoding species of HIV RNA were designed. The amplification products (amplicons) spanned the splice donor (SD) – splice acceptor (SA) sites unique to the
RNA species of interest, with either the primers or probe annealing across the splice junction. Their sequences were as follows:

US RNA-gag-F: AAAAGAGACCATCAATGAGGAAGC
US RNA-gag-R: TGGTGCAATAGGCCCTGC
US RNA-gag-Probe: CAGAATGGGATAGATTGCATCCAGTGCA
MS RNA-total-F: GTCATCAAGACAGTCAGACTCATC
MS RNA-total-R: TGTGGGTCCCCTCGG
MS RNA-total-Probe: CTCTCTATCAAAGCAACCCACCTCCCAAT
SS RNA-env-F: CGACTGGAAGAAGCGGAGG
SS RNA-env-R: ATTACTATGGACACCACACACTATTGC
SS RNA-env-Probe: CGACGGAAGAAGCTCAACAGTCAGACTC
RNA-nef-F: GGCAGACTGGAAGAAGCGG
RNA-nef-R: GGAGGTGGGTTGCTTTGATAGAG
RNA-nef-Probe: AAGAGCTCATCAGAACAGTCAGACTCATCAAGCT
RNA-tat-F: GGCGACTGAATTGGGTGTC
RNA-tat-R: TCTACTGGCCTCATTTCTTGCT
RNA-tat- Probe: TCCTCTGTCAGTAACGCCTATTC

Using RNA derived from CEM T cells acutely infected with the NL4-3 HIV clone, cDNA amplicons for each of the designed splice variants were generated. The cDNA products were cloned into plasmids using a TOPO®-cloning vector system. Bacterial transformations were performed to screen clones for the inserted amplicons of interest, and maxi-preparations were made. Plasmids carrying the identified inserts were isolated, purified, and sequenced for specificity and proper orientation. Sense-oriented RNA standards were in vitro-transcribed, using the plasmid T7 promoter. The presence of a single band of the appropriate size was confirmed for each RNA amplicon standard, by denaturing agarose gel electrophoresis. The RNA standards were then DNase-treated, column purified, quantified by spectrophotometry, and diluted into a constant background of extracted RNA from uninfected CEM cells.
The designed primer and probe sets were tested and validated for their sensitivity and specificity of detection to each of the HIV target sequences.
CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
CONCLUSIONS

The study of HIV-1 latency has been hindered severely by the lack of biologically relevant \textit{in vitro} cell models that can mimic the state of viral latency found \textit{in vivo}. In my thesis research project, I have used a novel primary T cell model of HIV latency to characterize both viral and cellular factors that are important for the establishment and maintenance of HIV latency in CD4 T cells.

From some of the earliest studies in this area, it was known that the activation state of T cells is intimately linked to the cell’s susceptibility to HIV infection (7, 8, 25, 49). The first goal of my studies was to determine the stage of T cell activation in which cells were more likely to become infected and survive with an integrated provirus to latency. This data did not support a hypothesis put forward by others (77), that latently infected cells are mostly likely to develop from the infection of proliferating T cells during a narrow window of time as they revert back to a resting state. In our cell model, exposure to HIV followed closely by cell activation could have contributed to the development of latently infected cells in either of two ways: 1) fully-activated proliferating cells became productively infected sometime during the culture period, and then reverted back to a resting cell state; or 2) resting cells became infected while undergoing minimal activation which provided them a survival advantage. Further experiments, performed to address the question, demonstrated clearly that CD4 cells that do not divide, or divide only a few times,
following stimulation form the subpopulation of infected cells most likely to survive with latent infection.

The results from the first phase of my research project indicated that the vast majority of acutely infected, activated CD4 T cells are not able to survive multiple rounds of cell division in combination with the cytopathic effects of HIV to become a latently infected cell reservoir. Rather, the subset of CD4 T cells that exhibited minimal activation, in the presence of fully-activated and productively infected T cells, went on to survive with latent HIV infection. In the second phase of my research, I used a different experimental approach to examine whether the minimally activated CD4 cells in our model represented “bystander” cells during an immune T cell proliferative response. Other investigators had observed HIV infection of resting CD4 T cells \textit{in vivo} (52) and hypothesized that cytokines present in the immune tissue milieu could provide a permissive environment for viral infection in resting T cells. To test this hypothesis, freshly isolated resting CD4 cells were labeled with the CFSE viable dye, cultured with unstained fully-activated, HIV-infected CD4 cells from the same donor, and then tracked over time for levels of cell activation and viral infection. The results showed that the majority of latently infected CD4 cells, found at the end of culture, originated from the direct infection of non-proliferating “bystander” T cells. This data suggest that direct infection of resting (non-proliferating) CD4 memory T cells may be the major contributor to development of the latently infected T cell reservoir \textit{in vivo}.
In the final section of my thesis project, I examined whether HIV latency that developed in our CD4 cell model represented a classical mode of viral latency, where no viral products are produced, or whether some level of viral transcription takes place. Applying a qRT-PCR method specially adapted for our culture system, experiments detected the presence of multiple different species of HIV RNA in the latently infected CD4 cells at the end of culture. These results agreed with findings from in vivo studies that detected HIV RNA transcription in resting cells from the lymphoid tissue of infected patients (52). The detection of viral RNA transcription in latently infected cells raises the possibility that HIV latency may be maintained by an active mechanism, in which viral products interact with cell processes to influence the states of viral latency and reactivation.

These results from my research project have several implications for the development of novel treatment strategies targeting the elimination of the latently infected T cell reservoir. A few studies have tested the idea of non-specifically activating resting T cells in the hope of purging latently infected cells in the presence of suppressive HAART (55). However, non-specific T cell activation can have several detrimental effects, such as increased rates of apoptosis and long-lasting CD4 T cell depletion (56, 57). More selective treatment approaches, such as targeting the memory T cell subset (58) could be more promising, but will still lead to the indiscriminate killing of uninfected memory T cells. Therefore, this research area must address the need for identification of potential biological markers that are
expressed exclusively in HIV-infected non-dividing, minimally activated CD4 cells to provide more stringent targets for therapy development.

**FUTURE DIRECTIONS**

One of the most important findings from my thesis research has been the identification and characterization of the subset of memory CD4 T cells in which latent HIV-1 infection is most likely to become established and maintained. The identification of specific biologic markers that are associated with infection of this subpopulation of non-dividing, minimally activated T cells is a next logical step in the process of being able to selectively target latent infection. It has been shown previously that different subsets of CD4 T cells possess different susceptibilities to HIV infection (59, 60). Recently, a secreted cellular factor with pleiotropic functions in innate immunity, ps20, has been identified as a signature protein that renders certain subsets of memory CD4 T cells permissive to HIV-1 infection (61). The use of our in vitro cell model to identify factors similar to ps20 in non-dividing CD4 cells that are prone to latent HIV infection could lead to the development of antiviral or cytopathic reagents to preferentially target latently infected T cells.

The detection of HIV RNA transcripts present in latently infected CD4 cells from our infection model also warrants further investigation into the mechanisms by which HIV-1 latency is maintained. Several cellular and viral factors may be
involved in the maintenance of the integrated provirus in a non-productive state and its host cell in a resting non-activated state. The next step in this research area would be the examination of latently infected CD4 T cells for the presence of viral proteins translated from the corresponding mRNA transcripts. Even if protein products are not detected, viral RNA itself may interact and interfere with cellular processes, as is the case in other viral infections (62, 63).

The in vitro primary T cell model of HIV-1 infection that is described and applied in the research studies presented here provides an invaluable tool for the study of HIV latency. This cell model has been optimized to yield sufficient numbers of latently infected T cells that can be utilized in further work to characterize the molecular mechanisms critical to the establishment and maintenance of HIV latency. In addition, this cell model can be used to test the efficacy of novel treatment strategies for the purging and elimination of the latently infected T cell reservoir, providing a practical yet crucial contribution to therapy design if the goal of HIV eradication in infected patients is to be achieved.
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